wtt-COMPLETE SETS ARE NOT NECESSARILY tt-COMPLETE
(i) E is nondecreasing with 5 as a set of pairs; (ii) each equivalence class of E is a subinterval of one of the intervals l(n); (iii) if E (x, y) and x £ W , then y £ W ; (iv) there is a number 7 which can be found effectively from s such that \n\ is an equivalence class of E for all 77 > j.
From (ii) and (iii) we can write "E t (l{n) -W )" without ambiguity.
Let g{n, j) denote the (/' +■ l)th distinct value, as s increases, of pin, s) = I + [number of equivalence classes of E r ilin) -W )].
We shall ensure that if g{n, j) exists, that is, if p(n, s) has at least 7 + 1 different values, then
(1) gin, j) > exp(2, ik{n) -j) . exP(2, fin -l))).
Later this inequality will be used to show that the number of equivalence
, that l(n) -W is never empty.
The requirements that we wish to satisfy in the construction are:
(l : if e is enumerated in K, then subsequently some member of let Es + 1r (/(e -Au{N-/(A))) = Es l {Jie -1) U {N -}{k))).
Next we define E +AI{i) for e < i < k and simultaneously enumerate some members of I(i) in W by descending induction on i. Let 2 > e, and F +. l/(/) have been defined already for all 7, z < 7 < A As part of the induction hypothesis we assume that we have already ensured that ®{W)
depends only on W D J(i). Let 22 be the greatest member of l(i) n W(s). It is now obvious that K < S'.
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